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• Eagle University
• Located in Franklin, Virginia
• Enrollment size: 14,000 students
• Developing a new CSD program at both 

the undergraduate and graduate levels 
for fall 2022

• Eagle University’s CSD Program
• Create webpages for their new CSD 

program that:
• Provide useful information to both 

prospective and current students
• Implement a user-friendly and 

visually attractive design, and
• Contain clearly visible and 

accessible information.
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Analysis Report

• Our firm analyzed four Virginia universities that:

• Offer both undergraduate and graduate programs, and 

• Contain student populations both above and below Eagle University’s 

population of 14,000.

Report is due by December 3rd, 2021

Analyze the following university’s websites:

• James Madison University

• University of Virginia

• Radford University

• Longwood University

• Address and meet the following criteria:

• Visual appeal

• Content

• Ease of navigation



Radford 
University CSD 
Program 
Website

 Visual Appeal
• Modular format
• Balanced banner and box images
• Red and blue color scheme
• Notable amount of text in some areas
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Radford University CSD program homepage



 Content
• Links to:

• Undergraduate and graduate pages
• FAQ
• Campus resources
• Faculty
• Unique attributes of CSD program

• List of events
• Student organization opportunities
• Positive student and teacher experience descriptions
• Accreditation status information not explicitly listed

 Ease of Navigation 
• Drop down menus
• General topic areas
• Links do not take reader to listed webpages

Radford University drop-down menu
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Icons that did not contain text hyperlinks



James 
Madison 
University CSD 
Program 
Website 

 Visual Appeal
 JMU visual appeal
• Simple and effective
• Nice color palette with shades of purple and yellow
• Banner slideshow
• Small font sizes
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James Madison University CSD program homepage
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• Content
• Comprehensive presentation of program 

information

• Sidebar menus

• “Give Now” option

• Ease of Navigation
• Sidebar menus

• Consistent layout across all program webpages

• Dead links

James Madison University CSD sidebar menu

James Madison University CSD faulty webpage links



University of 
Virginia CSD 
Program 
Website

 Visual Appeal
• Traditional image banner highlighting a scene from the speech therapy 

field
• Dark font on a light background
• Simple and not overwhelming presentation of school colors
• Somewhat bland appearance
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University of Virginia CSD program homepage



Content
• Clearly displayed 

information
• List of careers 

following degree
• “Program Details” 

menu

Ease of Navigation
• Drop-down menus
• Contact information
• Menu’s topic links
• Dead links
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University of Virginia "Program Details" menu 

buttons



Longwood 
University CSD 
Program 
Website
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Longwood University CSD program homepage

 Visual appeal
• Welcoming and 

friendly banner 
images

• Uniform color scheme
• Bulleted lists and 

shortened paragraphs
• Limited white space
• May appear busy to 

some readers
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• Content
• Undergraduate and 

graduate information

• Information relating to:

• admission 

requirements,

• potential careers,

• scholarship 

opportunities,

• accreditation status, 

and

• program courses

• Videos of tours and 

student testimonials

• CSD and social work 

share a webpage

• Ease of Navigation
• Search bars, 

bullet-points, and 

the clear labeling of 

sub-category 

options

• Does not utilize a 

specific banner 

menu

• Side menus 

contain links to topic 

areas

Longwood University supporting 

videos and testimony

Longwood University webpage side 

menu
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General Summary



Conclusions

 After reviewing the website elements when covering the areas of visual 
appeal, content, and ease of navigation, the Longwood University CSD 
program’s website possessed the highest number of positive website 
design attributes.

 Additionally, these findings also paralleled the results of our independent 
website team which produced the below results after analyzing the four 
selected websites for this report.
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Longwood University Radford University University of Virginia James Madison University

Summary of independent website analysis scoring

Visual Appeal Content Ease of Navigation

New Horizons Consulting independent website analysis results
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University Score

Longwood University
5.2

Radford University
5

University of Virginia
3.2

James Madison University
2.8

University Score

Longwood University
5.5

Radford University
5.2

University of Virginia
4

James Madison University
3.7

University Score

Longwood University
4.6

Radford University
4.5

University of Virginia
3.5

James Madison University
4.8

Visual Appeal Scoring Results

Content Scoring Results

Ease of Navigation Scoring Results



Recommendations

 Considering the results produced by this report, New Horizons 
Consulting recommends that Eagle University implement the 
following recommendations:

• Utilize webpage layouts, designs, and colors consistently as seen within 

all four of the analyzed websites,

• Incorporate banner and side menus to both organize and condense 

information as reflected in the four websites analyzed by this report, 

• Implement large, topic-related graphics and pictures that support webpage 

information to parallel the LU and RU websites,

• Post information relating to the program for current and prospective 

students similar to the LU and RU websites,

• Apply white space, paragraph headings, as well as varying font sizes and 

colors to mirror the UVA website,

• Present current happenings within the university and the specific CSD 

program itself,

• Monitor the website’s external links to ensure that webpages are active 

and fully operational, and

• Update the CSD program’s web pages to ensure that all information 

relating to the program is up-to-date and reliable.
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